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Grant kitchen
Carol Kornak
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NKBA 2019 2ND PLACE

NKBA 2019 2ND PLACE

Guzman small kitchen
Carol Kornak

Schroeder/Wolf medium kitchen
Mary Maney CKD, ASID, CLIPP

NKBA 2019
2ND PLACE
+
ASID 2019
2ND PLACE

Akins mudroom
Mary Maney
CKD, ASID, CLIPP

— INTRODUCING MELISSA —
With over 15 years in the kitchen and bath industry Melissa
Fanning grew up designing/drawing and building from a
young age. She has fond memories watching her architect
grandfather work on drawing in his home and loves the
idea of carrying on his legacy. A big family gal, Melissa
loves her cozy home and dog Daisy and spends her spare
time on diy home projects with her husband. A graduate of
Century College for Kitchen and Bath design and Herzing
University with a degree in design and drafting she loves showing her
clients the potential in each and every space and adding functionality to all
of the fun elements too!

CONTACT US NOW TO SPEAK TO
A DESIGNER ABOUT YOUR HOME
REMODELING PROJECT.

News from

JOLYNN
JOHNSON

CMKBD, CAPS CLIPP

NKBA 2019 3RD PLACE

NKBA 2019 3RD PLACE

Akins medium kitchen
Mary Maney CKD, ASID, CLIPP

Bennett large kitchen
Mary Maney CKD, ASID, CLIPP

MARY
MANEY

CKD, ASID, CLIPP

CAROL
KORNAK

KAITLYN
STOKES

LISA
REUS

JENNIE
HJERPE
AKBD

— WELCOME BACK ART! —

Art Gonshorowski is no stranger to
Crystal Kitchen & Bath. He started
originally in 1983 and left CKB
in 2009 to explore other career
opportunities, he rejoined the
CKB team this past summer. He
is knowledgeable of the industry,
familiar with the vendors, and a straight
shooter. He enjoys spending his free time with
family, friends, and nature.

CHECK US OUT ON:
INSTAGRAM, FACEBOOK, HOUZZ AND PINTEREST

BEFORE

crystalkitchen.com

PERFECTLY PLYMOUTH KITCHEN & LAUNDRY
DESIGNER JOLYNN JOHNSON / JOLYNN@CRYSTALKITCHEN.COM

3620 Winnetka Ave. N, Crystal, MN 55427
763.544.5950 / crystalkitchen.com
LIC# BC007200

The 1989 home was in need of refreshing
in the kitchen and laundry/back entry.
The range with wood hood moved from
the island and separate oven and steam
oven was added, leaving a long island
free of appliances. The messy desk
became a dry bar/stand up desk combo
with a beverage center.
The homeowners chose Crystal Cabinets
in a white traditional style, with a brown
highlight for the perimeter. The island

was changed to a rich brown walnut.
The counter top is Cambria, with the dry
bar in walnut wood and a large subway
tile backsplash. Kitchen Aid and Wolf
appliances were selected. The light maple
millwork was all painted to white to match
the cabinets, getting rid of the 80’s look.
The back entry/laundry room was a
cluster of doors. Adding a pocket door
from the kitchen to the back entry
and taking out the walls between the
continued page 2 >>

FREE REMODELING
SEMINARS
How To Avoid The
Biggest Kitchen and Bath
Remodeling Mistakes
9:00-10:30am
March 21 & April 18, 2020
BEFORE

BEFORE

BEFORE

rooms and closet bi-fold doors made all the
difference in opening the space and adding
much-needed storage.
The laundry room used gray woodgrain
laminate cabinets and marble-looking laminated
counter tops. The washer and dryer remained
on pedestals for a better work height. Pulling
the upper cabinets forward to the front of
the washer and dryer, we eliminated a height
challenge, so now the homeowner can reach
the laundry soap.

2020 Spring
Remodelers Showcase
April 3-5, noon to 6pm
2505 Yuma Lane N,
Plymouth, MN 55447
UNVEILING PARTY / Unveiling Party Friday,
April 3rd, from 4-6 pm
Come for the grand reveal and stay for
wine and appetizers
DATE /

WHERE /

60’S RAMBLER REVISITED
DESIGNER KAITLYN STOKES, ALLIED ASID / KAITLYN@CRYSTALKITCHEN.COM

WHITE AND
WONDERFUL
MASTER BATH

This 1960’s kitchen was in desperate need of reconfiguration & storage solutions.
By removing a cluster of doorways & opening up the arch into the living room,
it cleared the way for a space that offered more storage & counter space. By
swapping the locations of the refrigerator & range, we were able to create a
better work flow throughout the space. One challenge on this project was what
to do about the pantry wall. Since the pantry shared space with a basement
staircase, we had to work around the staircase slope while utilizing all the space
available. The solution was to use a combination of pantry cabinets & false doors
to create a pantry wall that was easily accessible, functional, & aesthetically
pleasing. Some unique elements like a mail catch & original flagstone tile entry
were incorporated into the new design to keep with the style of the home.

DESIGNER JENNIE HJERPE, AKBD /
JENNIE@CRYSTALKITCHEN.COM

The homeowners had been living
with an unfinished master bathroom
addition since the mid 90’s. With the
removal of an angled shower, large
tub and squaring up a doorway, they
gained a beautiful and more functional
space. Both sinks fit on the same wall
with a linen cabinet making room for
a freestanding tub and large shower
including a bench, handheld shower
head and grab bars for future use. A
2x2 inch hexagon tile was chosen for

the floor and shower accent, white
wainscot tile and Corian Quartz
countertop. The homeowners added
luxury to this bathroom with heated
floors and heated towel bar. The black
accents in hardware, fixtures and wall
sconces brings elegant drama to this
simply beautiful space.

• How cabinet accessories can
maximize your storage
• How a remodel can benefit your family
and improve your quality of life
• Tips on budgeting for your
project—long and short term
• Design trends—keeping up
with the times
• Signs of quality in materials
and services

11:30am-1:00pm
March 21 & April 18, 2020

DESIGNER CAROL KORNAK / CAROL@CRYSTALKITCHEN.COM

BEFORE

• The importance of the kitchen
work triangle

NE
W!
Remodeling Your
Kitchen and Bath With
Aging In Place In Mind

VINTAGE BATHROOM REMAKE
The 1929 bathroom was primarily
used by twin teenagers. The single
sink layout was a problem as they
got ready for school. The top priority
was two sinks, more storage and
counter space. Carol Kornak proposed
relocating the bathroom door allowing
for a vanity with 2 sinks. Pale grey
cabinets from Crystal Cabinet Works
were paired with Caesarstone quartz
countertops. “From my first meeting
with Carol, she was honest about
the expected cost and timing. There
were no surprises when it came time
to sign the contract. Our project was
completed on time (one week early!)
and on budget. We loved seeing
Carol’s design come to life.”

When you don’t pay attention to good
design basics, there can be costly
mistakes. Crystal Kitchen + Bath will share
their insights and helpful hints about the
remodeling process and allow you to ask
questions along the way. Homeowners
contemplating a kitchen and bath remodel
are invited.

BEFORE

Are You (or your parents) living in
a home that needs adjustments to
stay there longer? This seminar goes
beyond simple adjustments. CK+B
can completely remodel your home
to make changes that help age in
place for independence, health
and wellness.

TRADITIONAL CHARM IN ST. PAUL

This Includes:

DESIGNER MARY MANEY, CKB, ASID, CLIPP / MARY@CRYSTALKITCHEN.COM

• Technology

• Appliances

• Materials

• Showers/Tubs

• Accessories
and lighting

• Plumbing
Fixture

Our goal in the remodel of this 1920’s Kitchen was to create a timeless color
palette, improve the layout and offer a solution to storage of coats & backpacks
at the tiny back entry. Walls were removed and bulky radiators were replaced
with low profile units which allowed us to completely reconfigure the Kitchen and
even incorporate an island. A cozy bench for seating is reminiscent of the built-in
booth that the original kitchen had.
The family needed a drop off zone for coats & backpacks, so a 6-ft. x 11-ft.
Mudroom addition was added. It really changed this family’s life by keeping the
chaos out of the Kitchen. The exterior windows of the Dining Room needed to
stay, so with a careful eye to design, they were incorporated into the design of
the coat cubby. The addition looks as if it had always been part of the home.

WHERE / Crystal Kitchen+Bath, 3620
Winnetka Ave N, Crystal MN, 55427
RSVP / Call 763-544-5950.
Seating is Limited.

